Introduction

Project X is a modern, whole school reading and writing programme specially developed to motivate boys and address the gender gap in literacy. Written by experts, this research-based programme is designed to help every child succeed, with the very best planning, teaching and assessment support to reduce your workload.
Hero Academy

Reception-Year 2/P1-P3

A fully-decodable reading series aligned to Letters and Sounds Sets that the whole-class will love. This series follows aspirational superhero characters and introduces age-appropriate strengths and challenges. The fine phonic progression ensures that all children can access the series as they embed their whole-class phonic teaching. The series is suitable for independent, guided and one-to-one reading.
Alien Adventures

Reception-Year 6/P1-P7

120 fully-decodable readers matched to Letters and Sounds Sets, this series of independent readers is designed to motivate boys and spark their imagination through a series of exciting space adventures.
Phonics

Reception-Year 1/P1-P2

A fully-decodable reading series aligned to Letters and Sounds Sets. Project X Phonics is based around exciting adventures, non-fiction and activity cards that are perfect for fun and motivating phonics practice in groups or one-to-one. Partner texts and teaching notes in each book ensure that blending, segmenting and letter-forming activities are taught consistently by teachers, TAs and parents.
Origins

Reception-Year 6/P1-P7

Developed by comprehension experts, these action-packed guided reading resources contain fantastic character adventures to engage boys. Topic-linked fiction and non-fiction books broaden reading choices and will help to develop inference, critical thinking, vocabulary and other higher-order comprehension skills. Each set of books is accompanied by Guided Reading Notes.
Graphic Texts

Year 4-Year 6/P5-P7

Created with the help of the UK’s first Comics Laureate, Dave Gibbons, this series offers a new way to explore challenging texts and improve comprehension skills. 28 Graphic Texts bring classic stories, poetry and non-fiction to life through high-impact illustrations whilst introducing sophisticated vocabulary. This series is perfect for helping develop inference skills.
Comprehension Express

Year 4-Year 6/P5-P7

A whole class teaching programme built to help children master reading comprehension by teaching 10 research-based essential comprehension strategies. Taught in ten weeks there are lesson plans for each stage. Engaging reading anthologies span poetry, fiction and non-fiction, and build in complexity and sophistication as children progress through the levels and hone their skills.
A proven phonics and comprehension intervention programme for children who are a year or more behind with their reading, Project X Code combines systematic, synthetic phonics with vocabulary and comprehension development. This exciting character series of 32 titles has 14 entry and exit points so that children can start and finish the intervention at a point that’s right for them.
Big Writing Adventures

Reception-Year 6/P1-P7

An award-winning writing programme which combines interactive content with the effective Big Writing approach to develop children’s talk, writing, vocabulary and grammar.
For bespoke guidance on which Project X strands are best for your school, contact your Local Educational Consultant for free advice and support on your resources.